Strategies and techniques for identification of novel bioactive compounds--CHI's second annual conference. 7-9 October 1998, Zurich, Switzerland.
This conference on recent developments in the discovery of novel therapeutic candidates was organized by Amy Dasch (Cambridge Healthtech Institute, Newton Upper Falls, MA, USA; http://www.xensei.com/conferences). The conference provided an overview of all relevant aspects of the rapidly changing paradigms in drug research. Gene technology creates a vast number of new biological targets. The progress in combinatorial chemistry and high-throughput screening (HTS) is accompanied by the development of virtual libraries, large screening programs, and the generation of enormous sets of data. Correspondingly, the lectures covered such different topics as target identification and assay development, HTS technology, combinatorial library design and synthesis, chemoinformatics, and the integration of these components into the discovery of novel pharmaceutical compounds, the development of agricultural chemicals, and other applications. A most valuable addition was reports on case histories in drug development from pharmaceutical companies utilizing these technologies. About 100 scientists, many of them from European countries, attended the meeting. In total, 25 lectures were presented in four sessions: molecular diversity and library design; combinatorial synthesis; HTS; computational methodologies and chemoinformatics. Like other commercially organized conferences, this meeting was well-planned. The balance of speakers from small venture capital companies, large pharmaceutical and agricultural firms gave a broad overview of recent progress in the rational design, combinatorial synthesis, and HTS of new bioactive compounds, as well as on different approaches to handling large data sets and deriving structure-activity relationships from such data.